
 
 

 

Abstract of Chapter 8: What It Is Like for Two to Become One 

Chapter 7 outlined psychological combinationism, on which subjects are constituted by           

sets of unified experiences and component subjects are constituted by clusters of            

experiences which are either more unified than the larger mass that contains them or              

unified relative to a different scale. Because there are so many ways that experiences can               

be called “unified,” there are many valid ways to divide a subject into component              

subjects—many different patterns within the stream of their consciousness that are worth            

recognizing. Of particular relevance for humans are unity relations that involve the will:             

when component subjects’ wills are “aligned,” as those of cooperating humans are, the             

behavior that results is a genuine action by all of them, and by the whole they form. And                  

when their wills are also “harmonized,” covarying reliably and in detail, they will each              

experience the other as extensions of themselves. When sharply opposed wills arise            

within a human mind and cannot be brought into harmony or alignment, the human              

being’s unified sense of self and of agency begins to break down. 

In this chapter I seek to illustrate and enrich psychological combinationism, along            

with the other theories of combination I have been developing, by applying them to an               

extended thought experiment involving the fusion of two persons into one—or, in            

combinationist terms, two persons becoming conscious parts of a composite person. Over            

the course of this thought experiment, subjects like us become subjects like our parts, and               

it is one of the advantages of combinationism that it can make sense of this as a gradual                  

change of status rather than an abrupt transition.  

My primary aim is to make vivid the abstract principles defended in previous             

chapters; my secondary aim is to argue that combinationism expands our options for             

understanding survival and identity in cases of fission and fusion. 

 


